
Realize more 
business value 
from IT 

The Lenovo and AMD advantage

A real-life example 
demonstrates how Lenovo and 
AMD are accelerating the future

Exceptional
performance

Fast 
deployment

Agile 
infrastructure

Admin 
productivity

Outstanding
economics

Speed time to 
insights using 
solutions engineered 
for high-performance 
workloads

Deploy 
infrastructure quickly 
with ThinkAgile 
Integrated Systems, 
providing a software 
license, deployment 
services, and a single 
support point

Experience cloud-like 
financial agility and 
the advantage of 
on-premises 
infrastructure

Consolidate 
infrastructure to help 
reduce costs and 
improve performance 
with ThinkAgile VX 
that supports more 
virtual machines per 
server

Powering advertising technology 
to drive business growth

Supership, a marketing and data technology company in 
Japan, used Lenovo ThinkSystem SR635, powered by 
AMD EPYCTM processors to triple server density and 
support the growth of its advertising technology business.

“We evaluated hardware from 
various vendors and decided to 
adopt the Lenovo ThinkSystem 
SR635 server powered by AMD 
EPYC™ processors, which had 
overwhelmingly superior 
price-performance.”

What does this 
mean to you?

Together, Lenovo and AMD help deliver 
smart infrastructure solutions that are 
powerful, flexible and available 
as-a-Service to help you accelerate 
your digital transformation. 

Unlock business value

Lenovo XClarity 
Integrator and 
VMware vCenter – 
vSAN integration 
designed for admin 
productivity

Global 
technology 
partnership

Engineering
prowess

Proven
innovation

Lenovo and AMD help Data-Centered 
customers solve humanity's greatest challenges 
through our global technology partnership, 
engineering prowess, and proven innovation. 

Mr. Ryo Wada
Infrastructure Engineer,�
AdTech business area, 
Supership
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Explore Lenovo & AMD advantage

Lenovo and AMD work together to deliver smart, reliable 
infrastructure solutions that are powerful, flexible and 

designed to help you accelerate your digital transformation.

Contact us

Read more
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http://www.lenovo.com/amd-infrastructure
https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/resources/streams/customer-stories/?storypopup=Supership
http://www.lenovo.com/amd-infrastructure

